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RobSense Technologies is an innovator and producer of industrial un-

manned systems. Benefit from the expertise of robotics and mobile 

networks, the company focuses on intelligent sensing and computing 

with advanced unmanned robots. 

In 2016, RobSense released the world first all programmable SoC 

flight controller, Phenix Pro for micro UAVs. Phenix Pro makes UAV as 

“flying robot” and  allows advanced AI algorithms running on board. 

RobSense owns a number of patents and innovative technologies in 

the field of both robotics control and mobile networks. To this day, 

RobSense has released SoC robotics controllers, UAV solutions and 

robotics communications subsystems for industrial IoT customers. 

The RobSense Research Line fills the gap between academics and inThe RobSense Research Line fills the gap between academics and in-

dustry. The open-source flight controller and developer online com-

munity are used by top research institutes around the world. The 

UAVs - R450 and R650 - offer handy and relible flying platform for re-

searchers with different backgrounds and help them to fast catch re-

search opportunities.

                                                                                          

Embedded Vision/Deep LearningControl Theory

Shaping the Future of Unmanned Systems 

5G/IoT SLAM

RESEARCH AREAS

Team Member
The high-tech company was foundThe high-tech company was found-

ed in Hangzhou in 2015 by two 

PhDs from Europe, Jie Jin and 

Zhenhui Yuan. At present, there 

are nearly 30 people, most are 

from top IT institutes including 

Huawei, Nokia, China Shipbuilding 

Heavy Industries, HIKVISION.Heavy Industries, HIKVISION.

Honorary Award
RobSense was awarded HangzhouRobSense was awarded Hangzhou 

High-tech Zone "5050 plan" devel-

opment funding, Hangzhou 

high-tech enterprises, Hangzhou 

"Eagle Plan" enterprises, global top 

20 at the fifth "National 1000 Plan" 

Entrepreneurship Competition, 

best project for the second Intelbest project for the second Intel 

Smart Hardware Competition.
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8m range
720p MJPEG@30fps

USB2.0
Windows/Linux
30g weight

62mm two lens spacing
75mmx15mm75mmx15mm

Dual Camera

24GHz
1cm accuracy
30m range

0.8W power consumption
80g weight

85mmx55mmx18mm

mm Wave Radar

22m range
1cm accuracy

100kLux light intensity
0.6W power consumption

50g weight
62mmx39mmx26mm

LiDAR

400MHz/900MHz
LORA modulation

collision avoidance optimization
network diagnostic software

MAVLINK support
broadcast/multicast/relay

Swarm RadioWeight (battery & propellers included): 2.6kg
Diagonal Size: 650mm
Max Speed: 15m/s
Payload: 1.1kg

Max Flight Time: 22min
Max Wind Speed Resistance: 10m/s

R650

Weight (battery & propellers included): 1.4kg
Diagonal Size: 450mm
Max Speed: 10m/s
Payload: 0.5kg

Max Flight Time: 15min
Max Wind Speed Resistance: 10m/s

R450

DRONE  SENSE+
The RobSense R450 and R650 are specifically designed for researchers 
who are fast prototyping novel ideas. Lightweight, foldable, robust frame with 

carbon fiber and simple structuer make the drone easy to maintenance.

R450 allows aggressive flight in narrow space, and by using multiples at the 

same time, swarm and coordination can be exlpored.

R650 is engineered for advanced automatic flight research projects. BesidesR650 is engineered for advanced automatic flight research projects. Besides 

the lightweight and robust structure, it allows more payload with more power-

ful sensing equipment.

Powered by RobSense Drone SENSE+ series - dual camera, mmWave Radar, 

LiDAR, swarm radio - R450/R650 is leveled up to enable cutting-edge experi-

ments.

DRONE R450/R650
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SOC ALL PROGRAMMABLE
FLIGHT CONTROLLER

Phenix Pro DevKit is the open-source version of RobSense Phenix Pro flight controller. DevKit is built 

on reconfigurable SoC and equipped with real time operating system. The flight platform supports 

20+ interfaces including on-board sensors, mmWave radar, LiDAR, thermal camera，ultravision HD 

video tranceiver, etc. 

Based on Xilinx Zynq SoC，Phenix Pro 

DevKit makes UAV as “flying robot”. 

Dual core ARM+FPGA allow advanced 

AI algorithms running on board, lead-

ing to 100x higher performance than 

GPU. Phenix Pro DevKit supports intelli-

gent environment sensing, obstacle 

avoidance and autopilot.

ALL PROGRAMMABLE

Designed as next generation flight con-

trol system, Phenix Pro DevKit has built 

in multi-task scheduling for intelligent 

algorithms and hardware resource 

management. PhenOS enriches user 

experience with high stability and ma-

neuverability by supporting real-time 

data fusion and attitude estimation.

UAV OPERATING SYSTEM

RobSense is running a global online 

community for worldwide drone and 

robotics developers. Wikipedia-flavour 

development guide is available to offer 

up-to-date scientific progress from vari-

able research groups.

DEVELOPER COMMUNITY

Phenix Pro DevKit supports most 

on-the-shelf sensors, including IMU, 

GPS, camera, lidar, and etc. With CAN 

bus, DevKit allows multi-access of 20+ 

different sensors and devices. 

HIGHLY EXTENSIBLE

Data obtained with multiple IMUs is an-

alyzed in real-time using intelligent 

data fusion technology, which minimiz-

es system errors and enhances safety. 

With redundant design, reliability of the 

flight controller can be ensured even in 

worst case, i.e. two IMUs crash. Redun

dant design based on three GNSS sets 

protects UAVs against complex and vol-

atile industry situations.

REDUNDANT & DATA FUSION

In-chip memory protection mechanism 

isolates core flight control algorithm 

within protected memory space. Flight 

control is extremely robust without in-

fection from system error propagation. 

In-chip random error detection and 

correction algorithm recovers rare 

memorymemory errors in time to ensure reli-

able flight control.

AVIONICS SAFETY
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PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Ordering & Shipping
For any enquiries about the purchase, please feel freeFor any enquiries about the purchase, please feel free 

to contact us by sales@robsense.com. We will prepare 

an optimal offer according to your object and pur-

pose. Delivery times depend on the type and scope of 

your order. Our sales team will process your order as 

quickly as possible.

Research Collaboration
We are always open and excited to collaborate with 

worldwide research institutes. We would be happy to 

provide tailored hardware and software unmanned 

system for challenging projects including computer 

vision, deep learning, automatic control theory, 

swarming, etc.

SERVICE ///  SUPPORT

Development
Development with unmanned systems like UAVs involves many challenges due to the 

cross-field scientific knowledge. Our field area engineers are happy to provide you with 

technical services. Frequently asked questions might be answered at our development 

community: http://dev.robsense.com.


